We present a method for fast and accurate physicsbased predictions during non-prehensile manipulation planning and control. Given an initial state and a sequence of controls, the problem of predicting the resulting sequence of states is a key component of a variety of model-based planning and control algorithms. We propose combining a coarse (i.e. computationally cheap but not very accurate) predictive physics model, with a fine (i.e. computationally expensive but accurate) predictive physics model, to generate a hybrid model that is at the required speed and accuracy for a given manipulation task. Our approach is based on the Parareal algorithm, a parallel-in-time integration method used for computing numerical solutions for general systems of ordinary differential equations. We use Parareal to combine a coarse pushing model with an off-the-shelf physics engine to deliver physics-based predictions that are as accurate as the physics engine but runs in substantially less wall-clock time, thanks to Parareal being amenable to parallelization. We use these physics-based predictions in a model-predictive-control framework based on trajectory optimization, to plan pushing actions that avoid an obstacle and reach a goal location. We show that by combining the two physics models, we can achieve the same success rates as the planner that uses the off-theshelf physics engine directly, but significantly faster. We present experiments in simulation and on a real robotic setup.
I. INTRODUCTION
We present a method for fast and accurate physics-based predictions during non-prehensile manipulation planning and control. Take the example in Fig.1 , where a cylindrical object moves toward the right, pushing a box. We are interested in predicting the motion of the pushed box, in a fast and accurate way. To achieve this, we combine coarse physics models with fine physics models using the parallel-in-time integration algorithm Parareal. By coarse models, we mean computationally cheap but relatively inaccurate predictive physical models. For example in Fig.1a , we use a coarse model to compute the motion of the box. The motion is not completely realistic, but we can compute it extremely fast (7 ms wallclock time to compute a simulated 8 s push). By fine models, we mean computationally expensive but accurate predictive physical models. In Fig.1d , we use a fine model (in this case, the Mujoco simulator [36] ) to compute the motion of the same box. The motion is more realistic, but it also requires much more time to compute (668 ms). We use the iterative Parareal algorithm to combine these two models to deliver a prediction that is as accurate as the fine model but runs in substantially less wall-clock time, thanks to being amenable to parallelization. The motion predicted by Parareal with a single iteration in Fig.1b is similar to the fine model prediction, but is four times faster to compute. The motion predicted by Parareal with two iterations in Fig.1c is indistinguishable from the fine model prediction for real world manipulation purposes, and is two times faster to compute. Given an initial state and a sequence of controls, the problem of predicting the resulting sequence of states is a key component of a variety of model-based planning and control algorithms [15, 17, 16, 38, 5, 14, 2, 35, 20] . Mathematically, such a prediction requires solving an initial value problem. Typically, those are solved through numerical integration over time-steps (e.g. Euler's method or Runge-Kutta methods) using an underlying physics model. However, the speed with which these accurate physics-based predictions can be performed is still slow [8] and faster physics-based predictions can contribute significantly to contact-based/non-prehensile manipulation planning and control.
There are several ways that could be used to construct coarse models for manipulation planning. Quasi-static physics, which ignores accelerations, is widely used in non-prehensile manipulation planning and control [22, 25, 13] , and can be seen as a coarse model. Learning is another method which can be used to generate approximate but fast predictions [27, 19, 33, 40] . Recently, with the advance of deep-learning, there has been multiple attempts at learning approximate "intuitive" physics models which are then used for manipulation planning [3, 11, 10, 32, 26, 7, 4] . Especially when these networks are faced with novel objects that are not in their training data (e.g. consider a network trained with boxes and cylinders, but used to predict the motion of an ellipse) they can generate approximate predictions of motion, and therefore are good candidates as coarse models.
A key question we investigate is whether we can combine such cheap but approximate models, with expensive but more accurate and general models (such as physics engines) to generate a hybrid model that is at the required speed and accuracy for a given manipulation task.
Our approach is based on Parareal [24, 21, 34] , a parallelin-time integration method used for computing numerical solutions for general systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Parareal decomposes the prediction time interval into N sub-intervals. Each Parareal iteration then performs two operations: first, it runs the coarse model serially over the total prediction time interval; second, it corrects the coarse guess by computing the fine model in N parallel processes over the sub-intervals. After each Parareal iteration we get a solution that is closer to the original solution of the ODE when computed serially using only the fine model. In addition, after N iterations, Parareal produces the exact same solution as the original solution; however, it does not make sense to run Parareal for N iterations, as one Parareal iteration takes at least 1{N of the total fine integration time. The idea is to stop it before iteration N, when the approximation is accurate enough. We present the details of this method in Sec. II.
In this paper, we use Parareal to perform physics-based predictions within a planner for pushing-based robotic manipulation. Specifically, we consider the task of pushing an object to a goal location while avoiding obstacles. We provide a cheap coarse pushing model and combine it with the Mujoco physics engine as the fine model. The planner performs trajectory optimization to generate a control sequence, executes the first control in the sequence, and then re-runs the trajectory optimizer, in a model-predictive-control fashion. We present this planner in Sec. III. As a baseline, we use the same planner, with the fine model, Mujoco, as the predictive model. We conduct experiments in simulation and on a real setup and show that the Parareal planner achieves the same success rates but faster.
Parareal can be thought of as producing a spectrum of solutions increasing in accuracy and computational cost, from the cheap coarse physics model to the expensive fine physics model -i.e. the N different approximations after each iteration. An important question is which of these models to choose; i.e. how many iterations of Parareal to use? To decide on the required prediction accuracy, we rely on recent work which analyzes the stochasticity in real-world pushing [39, 6] . We propose to stop Parareal when the approximation error with respect to the fine model is below the real-world pushing stochasticity.
To the best of our knowledge, the use of Parareal for contact dynamics (and in general for robotic planning and control) has not been investigated before. When used for contact dynamics, the original Parareal formulation can produce infeasible states where rigid bodies penetrate. We extend Parareal to handle these infeasible state updates through projections to the feasible state space.
Please see examples of physics predictions and real robot push planning experiments at https://youtu.be/MbgH-rg-eQ4.
A. Related work
Parareal has been used in different areas, e.g. to simulate incompressible laminar flows [37] , or to simulate dynamics in quantum chemistry [23] . It was introduced by Lions et al. [21] .
Combining different physics models for robotic manipulation has been the topic of other recent research as well, even though the focus has not been improving prediction speed. Kloss et al. [18] focus on the question of accuracy and generalization in combined neural-analytical models. Ajay et al. [4] focus on modeling of the inherent stochastic nature of the real world physics, by combining an analytical, deterministic rigid-body simulator with a stochastic neural network.
We can make physics engines faster by using larger simulation time steps, however this decreases the accuracy and can quickly result in unstable behavior. To generate stable behaviour at large time-step sizes, Pan and Manocha [30] propose an integrator for articulated body dynamics by using only position variables to formulate the dynamic equation. Moreover, Fan et al. [9] propose linear-time variational integrators of arbitrarily high order for robotic simulation and use them in trajectory optimization to complete robotics tasks. Recent work have focused on making the underlying planning and control algorithms faster. For example, Giftthaler et al. [12] introduced a multiple-shooting variant of the trajectory optimizer -iterative linear quadratic regulator (ilqr) which has shown impressive results for real-time nonlinear optimal control of complex robotic systems [29, 31] .
II. PARAREAL FOR PUSHING
Given an initial state and a sequence of controls, we are interested in predicting the resulting sequence of states of a physical system. In this paper, we consider the example of a pusher-slider system.
Our physics model consists of an initial state x 0 , a sequence of control signals tu 0 , u 1 , . . . , u N´1 u applied at time points n for a duration of ∆t, and the system dynamics
Here, x n denotes an approximation to the true state of the system at a time point n. The goal is to find the sequence of states tx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N u given some control inputs. The system state is composed of the pose q and velocity 9 q of the pusher P and slider S: x n " pq P n , q S n , 9 q P n , 9 q S n q. The slider pose consists of the translation and rotation of the object on the plane q S " rq S x , q S y , q S θ s T . In this work we use a cylindrical object as the pusher, and ignore its rotational component for simplicity of presentation, q P " rq P x , q P y s T . The control inputs are the pusher's linear velocities u n " ru x n , u y n s T on the plane. We use the physics engine Mujoco [36] to model the system dynamics Fpx n , u n , ∆tq. Mujoco solves the complete dynamic equations of motion for the pusher-slider system. Normally, computing all states x n happens in a serial fashion, by evaluating (1) first for n " 0, then for n " 1, etc. Instead, Parareal replaces this serial procedure by an iteration that is partly amenable to parallelism.
To do so, we need to define a second, coarse physics model
which needs to be computationally cheap but does not need to be very accurate. It is typically referred to as the coarse propagator (in contrast to the fine propagator F). Parareal starts by computing rough initial guesses x k"0 n of the system states using the coarse model. The newly introduced superscript k counts the number of Parareal iterations. In each Parareal iteration, the guess is then refined via
The key point in iteration (3) is that evaluating the fine physics model can be done in parallel for all n " 0, . . . , N´1, while only the fast coarse model has to be computed serially. If the iteration converges and x k`1 n´x k n « 0, the same states are recovered as would have been computed by running the fine physics model serially. In case C is computationally cheap enough compared to F and if the Parareal iteration converges quickly, it will require less wall-clock time than running F serially step-by-step.
Note that, for the sake of simplicity, we assume here that the number of controls N and the number of processors used to parallelize in time are identical. This need not be so. In case there are more controls than processors, we could combine multiple Fpx n , u n , ∆tq and parallelize over those aggregated updates.
A. Expected speedup performance of Parareal
We can describe the expected performance of Parareal by a simple theoretical model [28] . Let c c and c f be the time needed to compute the coarse physics model C and the fine physics model F respectively, for a duration of ∆t. Then, running Parareal with K iterations requires a wall-clock time of approximately
neglecting overhead. By contrast, running the fine physics model serially takes wall-clock time Nc f . Therefore, speedup of Parareal over the serial fine model is approximately
This illustrates the importance of finding a cheap coarse model that minimizes the ratio c c {c f . In that case, speedup will be determined mainly by the number of iterations K. For example, for a coarse model with negligible cost, if Parareal converges within K " 2 iterations with N " 4 sub-intervals, then the theoretical speedup would be s p " N{K " 2. That is, we can expect to make physics predictions in half the time in comparison to using only the fine physics model in serial. Our coarse model Cpx n , u n , ∆tq is a simple kinematic pushing model. Our goal in devising this model is to come up with a cheap to compute, but not necessarily very accurate, prediction about the next system state. To do this, we simply move the slider object with the same linear velocity of the pusher, as long as there is contact between the two. We also apply a rotation to the slider, based on the position and direction of the contact, with respect to the center of the object. Formally, given the linear velocity of the pusher as the controls u n " ru x n , u y n s T , the next state of the system is given by;
In Eq. 6 the slider pose is updated as described above. Here, p c is the ratio of the distance d contact travelled by the pusher when in contact with the slider and the total pushing distance as shown in Fig. 2 . Moreover, ω is the coarse angular velocity induced by the pusher on the slider, where K ω is a positive constant parameter. In Fig. 2 , the green dot represents the center of the slider at time step n. Also note that, even though Fig. 2 shows the pusher and slider in contact at the next time step, this does not have to be so; i.e. the coarse model can leave the two in separation. In Eq. 8 the velocity of the slider is updated to be the same as the current pusher velocity if there is any contact. In Eq. 9 the pusher position and velocity are updated. Note that, even though the velocity terms here may seem unnecessary to update within the coarse model itself, their values are in fact used to initialize the fine model when the coarse predictions are combined with the fine predictions (as in Eq. 3) within Parareal. 
C. Infeasible states
The new iterate x k`1 n`1 given by the Parareal iteration (Eq. 3) can be an infeasible state where the pusher and slider penetrate each other, as shown in Fig. 3 . Contact dynamics is not well-defined for such states. We have not encountered such a problem of infeasible (or unallowed) states in other dynamics domains that Parareal has been applied to. We handle these cases by projecting the infeasible states to the nearest feasible state. In our model, we do this by finding the penetration depth d p and moving the slider along the the normal directionn as shown in Fig. 3 .
III. PUSH PLANNING AND CONTROL
We use the predictive models described above in a planning and control framework for pushing an object to a goal location, avoiding a static obstacle. We present an example scene and execution in Fig. 4 .
To solve this problem, we use an optimization approach. Given the obstacle and goal position and geometry, the current state of the pusher and slider x 0 , and an initial candidate sequence of controls tu 0 , u 1 , . . . , u N´1 u, the optimization procedure outputs an optimal sequence tu0 , u1 , . . . , uN´1u according to some defined cost. We explain this optimization process, and the cost formulation that is optimized, below (Sec. III-A).
The predictive models that we have developed earlier in the paper are used within this optimizer to roll-out a sequence of controls, to generate predicted tx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N u, which is then used to compute the cost associated with those controls.
Once the optimization produces a sequence of controls, we use it in a model-predictive-control (MPC) fashion, by executing only the first control in the sequence. Afterwards, we update x 0 with the observed state of the system, and repeat the optimization to generate a new control sequence. This is repeated until task completion. We consider the task completed if the slider reaches the goal region (success), if it hits the obstacle (failure), or if a maximum number of controls are reached before one of these two events happen (failure).
When we repeat the optimization within MPC, we warmstart it by using the previously optimized control sequence as the initial candidate sequence. For the very first optimization, the initial candidate sequence is generated as a straight line push towards the goal (which collides with the obstacle in all our scenes). Such an optimization-based MPC approach to pushing manipulation is frequently used [5, 15, 18, 2] . Here, our focus is to evaluate the performance of different predictive physics models described before in the paper within such a framework.
A. Optimization
In this section we use the shorthand u 0:N´1 to refer to the sequence tu 0 , u 1 , . . . , u N´1 u. Similarly for states we use x 0:N .
Our goal is to find an optimal control sequence u0 :N´1 for a planning horizon N, given an initial state x 0 , an initial candidate control sequence u 0:N´1 .
We define the cost function J, for a given control sequence and the corresponding state sequence:
Jpx 0:N , u 0:N´1 q " N´1 ÿ n"1 J n px n , u n´1 , u n q`w¨J N px N qq, (10) where J n is the running cost at each step, w is a positive weighting constant, J N is the terminal (final) cost function.
The output of optimization is the minimizing control sequence:
Here, f is the system dynamics constraint that must be satisfied at all times. We define the running cost for our pushing around an obstacle problem as: J n px n , u n´1 , u n q " w s¨p 1{||rq s x , q s y s T´p obs || 2 q w p¨p 1{||q p´pobs || 2 q`w u¨| |u t´ut´1 || 2 where w s , w p , w u are positive constant weights. p obs is the position vector of the static obstacle to be avoided, and rq s x , q s y s are the x,y positions of the slider respectively. The above formula associates high cost for the slider or the pusher to approach the obstacle. Additionally, it has a smoothness cost, to prevent high accelerations. We define the final cost J N as:
where p goal is the position vector of the target/goal location. There exists different optimization methods to solve this problem [20, 17, 38, 15, 2] . The main difference lies in the way the cost gradient is computed for a given sequence of controls. For ease of implementation, here we use derivative-free stochastic sampling-based methods [17, 38, 2] . Particularly, we use the algorithm presented in Agboh and Dogar [2] . In each optimization iteration, to find the cost gradient at the current control sequence, these stochastic sampling methods generate multiple noisified versions of the current control sequence, they roll-out these noisy controls to find the cost associated with each one, and use these costs to compute a numerical gradient, which is then used to update the control sequence to minimize the cost. The roll-out of these noisy control sequences to compute the resulting states and the cost is where we use the physics models.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In our experiments, we address two key issues. First, we investigate how fast Parareal converges to the fine physics solution for pushing tasks. Second, we investigate how the different physics models generated by Parareal (at different iterations) can be used within a planning and control framework to complete non-prehensile manipulation tasks.
The goal of using Parareal for push planning is to simulate physics faster than a given fine physics model. Therefore, we must stop Parareal at much earlier iterations to achieve meaningful speedup. However, we must also understand how different Parareal's predictions are with respect to the fine physics predictions at different iterations. We investigate Parareal's convergence for specific pushing examples in Sec. IV-A1. In addition, in Sec. IV-A2, we measure the empirical speedup we get from Parareal, and compare it with the theoretical speedup that was presented in Sec. II-A.
While using Parareal for push planning and control, we must decide on a Parareal iteration that gives us an acceptable approximation to the fine solution. To this end, in Sec IV-A3, we statistically investigate Parareal's approximation error with respect to the fine solution, for a particular number of Parareal iterations. To do that, we start from a large number of random initial states and apply different control sequences. We then analyze how these statistical approximation errors compare with the standard deviation of the real-world uncertainty observed during similar pushing tasks [39] . In Sec IV-B we investigate the performance of different physics models produced by Parareal, when used within the MPC framework described in Sec. III to push an object to a goal region, avoiding an obstacle. We compare the success rates and total task completion times for the different physics models (the coarse model, Parareal at different iterations, and the fine model). We perform these experiments in simulation Sec IV-B1 and on a real robot setup Sec IV-B2.
A. Parareal convergence for pushing 1) Parareal convergence for specific pushing examples: We consider simulating the results of applying a control sequence starting from an initial state for a box and a cylinder as shown in Fig. 5 . We consider four cases: pushing a cylinder from the center (Fig. 5a) , pushing a cylinder from the side (Fig. 5b) , pushing a box from the center (Fig. 5c) , and finally pushing a box from the side (Fig. 5d ). The control sequence used here is u 0:3 " tr25, 0s, r25, 0s, r25, 0s, r25, 0summ{s where each control input is applied for a control duration ∆t " 1s such that the total pushing distance is 100mm. We use the Mujoco [36] physics engine as the fine physics model. We run it at the largest possible simulation time-step (1ms) for our model. [39] 8. 10 4.20 Beyond this time-step, the physics engine becomes unstable. In addition, all experiments are run on a quad-core desktop computer (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1225 v3). At each iteration of Parareal, we calculate the root mean square (RMS) error between Parareal's predictions and the physics engine's predictions of the corresponding sequence of states. These RMS errors can be seen in Fig. 5 for the four different cases. Note that the errors are given in log scale for the full state of the slider (pose and velocities). In general, we see a quick decrease in the error along the full trajectory starting from the large error of the coarse model at iteration 0. In addition, at the final iteration, we verify that the Parareal solution is exactly the same as using the fine model since the errors go to 0.
2) Parareal speedup for specific pushing examples: Using each physics model (i.e. each Parareal iteration), we repeatedly predict the sequence of states (which is deterministic for a given physics model) and record the total time it takes (which varies slightly depending on computer load). In Fig. 6 , we see the average prediction time over 100 runs for each physics model for a cylinder center push (Fig. 6a ) and a box side push (Fig. 6b ). These actual prediction times are close to the expected prediction time (Eq. 4) for the different physics models. For example, at 1 Parareal iteration we spent 28% of the time spent by the full physics engine, i.e. about four times faster. The results for the cylinder side push and box center push are similar to those in Fig. 6 .
3) Statistical analysis of Parareal approximation error for pushing: We start from 100 randomly sampled initial states 1 . At each initial state, we used three different control sequences, giving 300 different slider trajectories. The three control sequences u t1,2,3u that we used at each initial state were fixed, and are given by: u i 0:3 " v c¨t rcospα i q, sinpα i qs, rcospα i q, sinpα i qs, rcospα i q, sinpα i qs, rcospα i q, sinpα i qsu α i " t00, 150,´150u respectively for i " 1, 2, 3, with a constant pushing speed v c " 25mm{s. We applied each control input for a duration of ∆t " 1.5s such that the total distance travelled by the pusher is 150mm in all cases. We calculated for each physics model (Parareal Fig. 7 : Success rate (a) and total task completion time (b) for push planning with obstacle avoidance using different physics models for 100 randomly sampled initial states. The total task completion times are shown within 95 percent confidence interval of the mean.
iteration), the RMS difference of the final state (in comparison with the final state prediction of the fine physics model) for the 300 trajectories.
Our results are shown in Table. I. We see that on the average the coarse physics model is quite inaccurate but with increasing Parareal iterations, the mean difference from the fine physics model goes to zero. However, to decide on how much error with respect to the physics engine is appropriate for pushing tasks, we look at the real-world's uncertainty for pushing dynamics. Yu et al. [39] provide real-world pushing data for a similar pusher-slider system. Starting at the same initial state, they push a box repeatedly in the real-world with a cylindrical pusher and record the resulting final positions. The pushing distance is 150mm with a quasi-static pushing speed of 20mm{s. As shown in Table I , they record a translation standard deviation of 8.10mm and a rotation standard deviation of 4.200 on a plywood surface. Notice that for Parareal after 2 iterations, we see a mean translation difference of 6.39mm and a mean rotation difference of 3.820 when compared to the fine model (physics engine) predictions. We conclude that, for realworld purposes, it should not be necessary to run Parareal for more than 2 iterations, as approximating the physics engine more accurately than the inherent uncertainty in real-world pushing should not contribute to real-world performance. Note that, 2 Parareal iterations corresponds to a model that is twice faster than the physics engine.
B. Push planning and control with Parareal
We measure the performance of the different physics models (different Parareal iterations) when used within the optimization and MPC framework, described in Sec. III, to push an object to a goal region, while avoiding an obstacle.
In this section, we make a distinction between two different types of worlds we deal with: Fig. 8 : Success rate (a) and total task completion time (b) for push planning with obstacle avoidance using different physics models for 5 randomly sampled initial states. The total task completion times are shown within 95 percent confidence interval of the mean.
for the simulation experiments and it is the physical world for real robot experiments. 1) Simulation experiments: In order to create an Execution World, we again use the Mujoco physics engine. To simulate some real-world-like physics uncertainty to otherwise deterministic Mujoco, we add Gaussian noise on the velocities of the pusher and slider at every simulation step:
where N is the Gaussian distribution and β is a vector of variances 2 . We plan in the Planning World using our various physics models (Parareal iterations).
We randomly sampled 3 100 initial states similar to the scene shown in Fig. 4 . Thereafter, we run the MPC in the Planning World, and execute the suggested control in the Execution World. For the stochastic trajectory optimizer, our control sequences contain 4 control inputs each applied for a control duration of ∆t " 1s. In addition, we use 20 noisy control sequence samples (as explained in Sec. III-A) per optimization iteration for the trajectory optimizer with an exploration variance of 10´4.
As the pusher attempts to bring the slider to a desired goal location, there are two possible failure modes. First, we declare failure when the slider collides with the static obstacle. Second, we declare failure when the pusher is unable to bring the slider to the goal location after executing 20 actions (5 times the number of actions in a given control sequence).
Our results are shown in Fig. 7 . They demonstrate that we can successfully complete the pushing task by using different Parareal iterations. Specifically, we see similar success rates ( Fig. 7a) for physics models at 2, and 3 Parareal iterations in comparison with using a full physics engine. However, we can complete these in significantly less time (Fig. 7b ). For instance, using 2 Parareal iterations, we can complete the push planning task in about 4 minutes while using the full physics Fig. 9 : The pusher-slider system engine requires 8 minutes on average. Please note that the only parallelization in this work is across time, for Parareal. No other components of the MPC or optimizer were parallelized, hence the large task completion times. More speedup can be easily obtained by also parallelizing the stochastic trajectory optimizer when using a PC with more cores.
Most of the failures that occur in simulation for 1 Parareal iteration are due to collisions with the static obstacle. We recorded a zero success rate when we used the coarse physics model alone for push planning and control in these experiments.
2) Real robot experiments: In the real robot setup, we consider the pusher-slider system as shown in Fig. 9 where we have a Robotiq two-finger gripper holding the cylindrical pusher. We place markers on the pusher and slider to sense their full pose in the environment with the OptiTrack motion capture system. We consider 5 randomly generated scenes (some shown in Fig. 10) where the pusher must avoid the obstacle at the center of the table before bringing the slider to the goal location. For each of the 5 scenes, we used the coarse physics model, Parareal iterations (1,2, and 3), and the full physics engine for push planning and control. That is a total of 25 planning and control runs with the real robot. All details of the physics models and parameters of the planner remain the same as the simulated experiments.
Our results on the real robot are shown in Fig. 8 . Similar to the simulation results, they demonstrate that Parareal can successfully complete the push planning task by using different iterations at the same success rates as the physics engine (Fig. 8a) , however in significantly less time (Fig. 8b) . For instance, using 1 Parareal iteration, we can complete the push planning task in about 2 minutes while using the full physics engine requires about 7 minutes on average.
In all the 5 scenes considered, the robot was unable to complete the push planning task by using only the coarse model. Three of the failures in this case were due to collision with the obstacle.
Furthermore, using 1 Parareal iteration, we recorded a 100% success rate for real robot experiments. This is different from the success rates recorded in simulation for 1 Parareal iteration. One reason for this may be that the uncertainty added in the simulated experiments to the Execution World was too large, compared with the real world.
We present snapshots from the experiments in Fig. 10 . Videos can be found at https://youtu.be/MbgH-rg-eQ4.
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V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The method we presented here opens up important and exciting questions for manipulation planning and control. We discuss some of them briefly below.
Different coarse models: In this paper we devised a cheap and accurate enough coarse model. This can be replaced with other models, for example a quasi-static model, and its performance can be analyzed. Furthermore, we would like to explore the performance of learned pushing/poking models [3, 11, 10, 33, 18, 40, 4] as coarse models. Devising/learning coarse models for other more complex planning environments (e.g. for manipulation in clutter) is another important problem.
Degree of parallelization:
In this paper, we used 4 cores for parallelization. With a higher number of parallel slices, it may be possible to get higher speedups. But it is also known that Parareal performance can degrade with too many parallel slices.
Task adaptivity: Different tasks require different degree of accuracy [1] . For example, think of searching for a sock in the sock drawer, versus searching for a wine glass in the glass cabinet. It is okay for a robot's physics predictions to be coarse in the former example, which is not the case in the latter. Parareal can be used to explore this spectrum, and generate coarse predictions when it is sufficient for the task, and more accurate predictions as the task requires.
Parareal and MPC: At a given Parareal iteration, physics predictions at the earlier parts of the predicted state sequence are drastically more accurate than those at later parts of the sequence. In Fig. 11 , we show the Parareal approximation error at every predicted state along a sequence, for different Parareal iterations. As can be seen, after 1 iteration, the error at the first state goes to zero. After 2 iterations, the error at the second state goes to zero, and so on. In this way, the Parareal algorithm yields itself well to MPC, since, within MPC, the executed controls are the earlier ones, for which Parareal generates highly accurate approximations, and later states can be interpreted as heuristics about the future.
